Post Treatment Instructions
Please follow the instructions below to ensure proper healing and maximum results. Keep in
mind that your brows will appear darker and more defined after the procedure. Through healing
the color softens and becomes more natural. Final results are not determined until AFTER
you’re healed from your touch-up. A touch-up is essential to your microblading because It
refreshes the color and we touch-up areas that didn't take as well in the first appointment (this is
completely normal and apart of the process). Failure to follow post treatment instructions
may cause loss of pigment, discoloration, and or infection.
Healing on AVERAGE is 14 days BUT the healing process will be however long it takes
YOU to heal. Each person heals differently. With that being said, it is possible for you to
finish before 14 days or possibly take longer than 14 days.
It is essential to keep your eyebrows as dry as possible throughout the healing process.
Essentially what I am doing is creating hair like strokes and filling it with pigment. There is
nothing holding that pigment in your skin until it has healed over. With that being said, if you get
water in your brows, you will wash the pigment right out. You will still proceed with the healing
process, but you will not have your microblading at the end of it! Be extremely careful when
washing your hair and your face.
No sweating is allowed during your healing process. You have sweat glands directly underneath
your microblading, if you are sweating, it will push the pigment out on you.
The morning after your procedure you can clean your brows (very carefully). You'll do so with a
PAPER TOWEL that is BARELY DAMP with WATER only. You will GENTLY pat the area to
remove and dried exudate - this allows for the tissue to heal quicker.
For the first few days your Microblading will appear darker and bigger. Note that this is nothing
to be concerned about because it is completely normal and apart of the process.
Between days 4-7 you will have a thick crust (scab) covering your brows. It is SUPER
IMPORTANT not to pick or pull any scabs off. If the scab comes off early it does take the
pigment with it. The scabs will fall off on their own - you just have to be patient. I can also tell if
any scabs have been taken off early.
You’ll want to sleep on your back as much as possible so that you’re not potentially rubbing
pigment out or kicking scabs off too early. If this happens, it will reduce your retention.
Stay out of the sun and keep your brows covered from the sun during the healing process. After
you are done healing you’ll want to apply 50 SPF when outside to reduce the risk of fading or
color changing.
Do not rub the procedure area while it is healing, pigment may be removed premature along
with scabbing.
Avoid makeup, brow tints and facial treatments until you are healed.
After scabs have NATURALLY fallen off your healing is done. You can shower normally, sweat
and even fill your brows in if needed.

When that last scab falls off you may feel like your microblading is extremely light. This is
completely normal, give it an additional 2-4 weeks and the color will slowly come back.
If you have pets please do not let them lick your brows, put their fur in your face or let them paw
your brows.
SYMPTOMS OF INFECTIONS OR REACTIONS MAY OR MAY NOT OCCUR. They include the
following:
Excessive redness after 2-3 days
Swelling after 2-3 days
tenderness of procedure after a few days
elevated body temperature
rash or purulent drainage from site
If you experience symptoms of infection or adverse reaction, seek medical attention
immediately.
**Note that redness, swelling and tenderness is normal unless it persists after a few
days.

